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This report has not been licensed to any printer manufacturer, distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media or ink company to distribute.
So if you obtained this from any company, other than FLAAR itself, you have a pirated copy.

Also, since some reports are occasionally updated, if you got your version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete edition. FLAAR reports
are being updated all year long, and our comment on that product may have been revised positively or negatively as we learned more about
the product form end users.

PLEASE NOTE
To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a report with all the
original description of pros and cons, please obtain your original and full report straight from www.large-format-printers.org.or
other web sites in our network such as www.wide-format-printers.NET.
Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic evaluation which describes all aspects of the product under consideration,
benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these reports directly from FLAAR, via the various sites in our network.
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Introduction
Today, as we enter 2013, there are additional after-market latex inks available for HP Scitex and HP Designjet
latex printers. For at the last two years, we have been watching the latest trends and changes in latex ink around
the world. Based on observation, we are now updating this FLAAR Report, two years after we first published it.
At DRUPA 2008, when the first HP latex ink printer was released, printshop owners and managers asked me the
question: when will after-market ink be available? This question was soon followed by a statement that many of
them will delay buying an HP latex printer until after-market ink was available. This was the HP Designjet L65500
(now the HP Scitex LX600).
The same question and statement was often times repeated to me during the SGIA 2009, when the first 42” and
60” HP Designjet L25500 latex ink printers were shown in the USA. Some printshop owners and managers said
that they would prefer to wait until an after-market latex ink is available. Now, since SGIA 2010, an after-market
latex ink was finally launched and is already available for the HP Designjet L25500. By early 2011, an after-market
latex ink was launched and made available for the HP Scitex LX600 and LX800. My present report covers several
models of HP Designjet and HP Scitex latex ink printers.
For the present report, the FLAAR team at SGIA consisting of six people, inspected the HP Designjet L25500
in the booth of SAM*INK® at SGIA for the duration of three days. During these three days, some of the FLAAR
Photo Archive images were printed.

Staff of B2 Sign INC. with Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth.
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Then I flew to Singapore to spend an entire week to study both the ink
R&D facilities, and a printshop that was already using the latex ink. The
owner of the printshop had a relatively new L25500 printer. He had no
hesitation of using the after-market ink because he was already using
SAM*INK® in his two HP 9000s mild-solvent printers.
So the availability of an after-market latex ink is the one responsible for
opening the door to increase sales of the actual printer, the HP Designjet L25500. Indeed, there is now a first edition of a FLAAR Report on the
L25500. We have been waiting since before DRUPA 2008 for an access
to a latex printer in order to write a report. The access offered by HP itself
four years ago never materialized, so we were never able to finish our report. Now that an access was opened and facilitated in Singapore, we can
finish the first edition. Of course, the first edition simply means that there
will be follow-up editions in the future as we gain even more experience.

SAM*INK® latex LX600/LX610 ink cartridges are refillable and can be used with HP Designjet L65500 latex printer.
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Sample Prints: More to Come
The very first sample prints that we did were at SGIA.
We wanted to do more sample prints in Singapore, but
unfortunately, the image files were so large they did not
upload. So, as soon as these image files can be printed,
we will add more illustrations to this report.
There will also be a brief video of Nicholas inspecting the
HP Designjet L25500.

SAM*INK ® L25500, L26500, LX600, LX610 Free, Nocharge, On-site Training is Mandatory and Compulsory. A 2-hour free, no-charge, on-site training is mandatory or compulsory for a SAM*INK ® installation.

Here are printed samples of FLAAR photo archive using HP DesignJet L26500 and SAM*INK® latex inks.
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Here is a summary tabulation of current models of HP latex ink printers
Tabulated list of HP latex ink printers
H (have) or N (not yet) after-market from SAM*INK® in each color for each printer. Please contact your local
franchise of the ink company to see which colors for which printers are readily available. If one color is not available, there is no need to worry as this is not a problem because you can potentially mix-and-match (though again,
check with your franchise).

Launch date

Media width

# of ink type

C

M

Y

K

Lc

Lm

HP Designjet

L25500

Viscom Germany
2009

60"

789

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Designjet

L26500

FESPA Barcelona
60"
2012

792

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Designjet

L28500

Announced 2011,
104"
shipped 2012

792

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Designjet

L65500

Drupa 2008

786/LX600

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Scitex

LX600

FESPA Munich
2010

LX600

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Scitex

LX800

FESPA Munich
2010

LX600

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Scitex

LX820

FESPA Hamburg
2011

792/LX610

H

H

H

H

H

H

HP Scitex

LX850

FESPA Hamburg
2011

792/LX610

H

H

H

H

H

H

What are differences between first generation ink for HP Designjet latex (launched at Drupa 2008) and next generation ink (launched a year or so ago)?
What are the differences between the ink for the most recent model HP Designjet and the current model of HP
latex? Differences other than the size of the ink container are what we are looking for.
1. Heavier pigment loading , gives wider color gamut;
2. Glossier surface finish;
3. A more sophisticated formula, production, and quality control process.
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Site-Visit Case Study of latex ink from SAM*INK®

FLAAR team at SGIA 2012, SAM*INK® booth.

The week before SGIA 2012, we visited a large and successful printshop outside Los Angeles, which was using
many latex printers: both HP Designjet and HP Scitex. Here is a series of photographs showing the installation.

An after-market ink company puts a lot of effort into making sure their cartridges are easy to use on the designated printers.
Here are the Plug-N-Print 792 cartridges used by SAM*INK® for HP Designjet L28500 latex printer.
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SAM*INK® latex now also works in an HP Scitex level of latex printer.
Plus of course SAM*INK® works in most models of HP Designjet latex printers: here the HP Designjet L26500.
Plus the HP Designjet L65500. Be sure you ask your SAM*INK® franchise team which HP latex printer models
are best for the lower price latex ink replacement from SAM*INK®.

SAM*INK® latex ink is rated by the printing company as compatible with HP’s OEM media.

SAM*INK® latex ink is formulated by the company to be able to match the colors of HP’s OEM ink. This is standard policy: to have the
after-market ink be the same color gamut. Aftermarket latex INK for HP Designjet and Scitex printers the same color gamut.
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Boxes of empty HP 792 ink cartridges, ready to be recycled with SAM*INK® latex inks. HP 789 and 792 cartridges can also be recycled.
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SAM*INK® latex LX600/LX610 inks are compatible with HP Designjet L65500, LX600, LX800, LX820 and LX850 latex printers.

SAM*INK® latex ink is also rated by them as compatible to HP’s OEM media.
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Appendix A
The Ingredients of latex ink, Courtesy of SAM*INK®
Latex Ink -- What it is and what it is not
Editor’s comment: With permission I have copied-and-pasted this section from the web site of sam-ink.com. I
have added my own comments in red.
When I first saw this description of the ingredients of latex ink, I had a notion that the reason why SAM*INK® published this for the world to see was to demonstrate that his ink chemists and he himself know how to make latex
ink.
It is equally important to note that they know how to make ink for HP thermal printheads. A thermal printhead is
very different from all the common after-market inks for Epson piezo printheads in Mimaki, Mutoh, and Roland.
Explore the myths and mysteries of latex inks
1.

The first latex-type inkjet inks running through a thermal printhead appeared in ISA’ 03,
2003-April-03. Please Google VinylJet 36. This latex-type ink itself was good. But it did not last very
long on the market because the company was limping under tremendously intense structural changes.
Kodak had recently purchased Encad and Kodak has bungled just about every company that it purchased (Kodak management style messed up Leaf camera and CreoScitex scanner divisions, as other
examples). Plus, Kodak and Encad did not have enough clout to convince substrate manufacturers
to make special substrates for the new ink. So when the VinylJet 36 was launched, it did not have
enough substrates to appeal to sign printers. Plus 36” is rather wimpy for a sign printer. Overall the
printer was a great idea but inadequate in about every aspect. I still remember all the Success Stories
and all the favorable PR that were published by everyone. FLAAR was one of the few that was not
entirely convinced.

2.

“Latex” is a general descriptive term for an aqueous (water) dispersed polymer.
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3.

The polymer exists as spherical particles and is dispersed in water.

4.

The polymer is a synthetic (manufactured) material. The polymer is not natural rubber from the latex
producing rubber trees. The word latex was most likely selected as a name for the ink in order to avoid
using the word resin. If the word resin was used then it would have been too easy for everyone to have
figure out what the chemical ingredients really were. “Latex” was a great smoke-and-mirrors ploy.

5.

The polymer cures (coalesces) into a film under extreme heat.

6.

Polymers are molecular compounds, either natural or synthetically manufactured, that are made up
of many repeating units of monomers. The development of polymer chemistry began in the 1920s
with the investigation of the puzzling behavior of some materials including wood, gelatin, cotton, and
rubber. For example, when rubber, with the known empirical formula of C5H8, was dissolved in an
organic solvent, the solution displayed several new properties, including a higher than expected viscosity, which suggested that the dissolved compound had a very high molar mass. There were many
misconceptions for a number of years, until Hermann Staudinger clearly showed that there were, in
fact, enormously large giant molecules, each of which contained thousands and thousands of atoms
held together by covalent bonds. Hermann Staudinger (1881-1963) was a German chemist. He is
one of the pioneers in polymer chemistry. Staudinger was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1953. Once the structures of these macromolecules were understood, the way was open for the synthesis manufacturing of polymers, which now pervade almost every aspect of our daily lives. About 90
percent of today’s chemists, including biochemists, work with polymers.

7.

Latexes or polymers in water dispersions serve as coatings, adhesives, and the basis for plastics and
elastomers. Latex derives its name from latices. Normally, latex particles are small enough to be kept
in dispersion by the Brownian motion.
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8.

For obvious reasons, neither HP nor anyone else published any list of ingredients when the ink first
came out at DRUPA 2008. FLAAR did not either, since we were under NDA before DRUPA. Besides,
we are not chemists, we are interested primarily in applied technology: how a technology works (or
does not work) out in the real world. Besides, for anyone, who wants to know the chemicals inside
any ink, all they have to do is have an ink testing lab, and submit samples, and then they can figure
out what’s in the ink on their own. So even if I knew the formula for any ink, you do not need to ask
anyone: just have a sample tested yourself at any ink testing facility. Besides, we do not give out ink
formulas. The only reason why we have this present appendix is because all this information already
appeared a month ago in the Internet, and we simply asked permission to reprint it, with our footnotes
in red worked into the text.

9.

Basically, SAM*INK® latex is synthesized by mixing monomers, surface active agents (surfactant),
and an initiator (free radical source) into water. The initiator is usually activated by heat. A widely-used
initiator is potassium persulfate. Surfactants are molecules that have a hydrophilic end and a hydrophobic end. These form miscelles in the water, with the hydrophilic end facing outward, shielding the
hydrophobic portion. The surfactant can be a soap or detergent, sodium lauryl sulfate being a typical
example. The turbid or hazy appearance of soap in water is due to the presence of miscelles. The
surfactant dissolves the oil-soluble monomer in much the same way as the soap miscelles dissolves
your skin’s oil in ordinary toiletry. Some of the surfactant remains water soluble, as do some of the
monomers. Monomer diffuses from the large droplets into the water and to the miscelles. Some of
it begins to polymerize on contact with the initiator (free radicals). After adding a few monomers, the
much less water soluble free radical diffuses randomly into a miscelle, where it begins to polymerize
the monomer present there. It is terminated when a second free radical enters the miscelle. The fully
polymerized latex then is a submicroscopic sphere of polymer emulsified by a layer of surfactant. The
kinetics of emulsion polymerization can be explained more upon request.

10.

Since the chemistry and jargon gets complex quickly, FLAAR is preparing a glossary of latex ink. This
glossary will also include resin ink (such as Sepiax) since the latex ink of HP is simply another kind of
resin ink. However, we will not provide any recipe nor ingredients of Sepiax ink for two reasons: first,

Last year the replacement latex inks were finished only in some colors so the test site used SAM*INK® for those colors alongside the HP
ink for other colors.
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we are under NDA and we do not give out any information that we receive under NDA; second, we
would not publish any ink recipe unless the manufacturer himself publishes the ingredients first, and
then gives us permission to quote this information.
11.

The reason why emulsion polymerization is chosen here because (a) heat removal through the aqueous phase during the polymerization is very efficient; (b) the final latex has a very low viscosity, approaching that of water; and (c) the polymer is easily recovered via coagulation and/or film formation.

12.

SAM*INK® latexes constitutes a subgroup of colloid system known as lyophobic sol. They can also
be called polymer colloids. The stability of these colloids is determined by the balance between attractive and repulsive forces affecting two particles as they approach one another. Stability is conferred
onto these latex by electrostatic forces, which arises because of the couterion clouds surrounding the
particles. Other forces of an enthalpic or entropic nature arise when the lyophobic molecules on the
surfaces of the latex interact on close approach. These can be overcome by the evaporation of the
water.

13.

If the polymer in the SAM*INK® latex is above its glass transition temperature, it will form a film on
evaporation of the water. A simple example to this is the drying of a latex paint on a wall. As the water
evaporates, coalescence surface tension forces proceed from the presence of water menisci of very
small radii of curvature. These menisci develop between the particles as the last traces of water are
removed. The forces that these menisci generate drive the particles together. Interdiffusion of the
polymer chains takes place, forming coherent films.

14.

Latex inkjet inks contains color pigments about 200 nanometers in diameter.

15.

Latex inkjet inks does not contain volatile organic compounds like cyclohexanone.
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Appendix B
Be wary of other brands of inks claiming to be “latex”
If the ink claimed to be “latex”
• it can be used in a Roland printer without flushing;
• it can be used in a Chinese printer with DX printheads; and,
• it can be used with normal eco-solvent heating (usually ok for 42 degrees C).
then we at FLAAR Reports do not consider an ink as a legitimate a “latex ink” just based on mere claims. Companies which claim such an ink is “latex ink” are not convincing.
To be an acceptable latex ink
• the printer must have special heating/curing units, and
• the printer must be specially constructed from the ground up to handle latex curing
Even true resin ink requires special heating/curing units! Resin ink needs about 60 degrees C, or at least 50 degrees C. Most Epson, Roland, Mutoh, and normal Mimaki eco-solvent printers do NOT have heating, drying, or
curing units which can handle true latex or resin inks.
SAM*INK® latex ink is made only for true latex printers, specifically for HP Designjet and HP Scitex latex printers.
Thus we accept SAM*INK® chemistry as the first after-market latex ink for HP thermal printheads.
At Drupa 2012 we saw an ink being used in a fully normal Roland
printer. The ink company made the
claim that their “latex ink” could
be poured into any normal Roland
printer. None of the people I spoke
with at Drupa about this ink claim
accepted the ink as latex. We all
felt that the name of latex for that
Roland could be alleged to be as
misleading.
At SGIA 2012, the same ink was
featured on a Chinese printer.
Again, as it would appear, this Chinese printer uses normal low-range
simple heater for eco-solvent ink. As
such, if another new ink chemistry
works in this low temperature, then
great. It is just that at the moment
we do not accept the calling of this
ink as latex ink.

SAM Ink cartridges.
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Mimaki’s new ink is more or less acceptable as latex ink, since at least Mimaki has the experience with printers
and inks to make a special ink-printer combination. It is generally considered that the Mimaki “latex ink” is closer
to Sepiax than to the original HP latex ink. But as long as the ink requires a more sophisticated heating unit than
the one already being used for common eco-solvent printers, then we would accept the tag of “latex ink” for the
Mimaki.

Please realize
Canon has worked on a “Canon outdoor printer” for over five years (and showed a prototype three years
ago already). But Canon has not yet shown the printer actually functioning to inquisitive researchers (they
showed only to a captive audience of Canon dealers). In other words, making a resin-like or latex link ink is
not easy.
Sepiax has worked now probably six or more years on their resin ink (a close cousin to a latex ink). So far
no printer manufacturer has accepted this ink (since it will not print well on PVC; in this respect HP latex ink
is much better). So the lesson-learned is easy: it is not easy to manufacturer these kinds of inks.
Although several ink companies have discretely announced after-market latex inks, the only company which
has been innovative enough to actually launch such an ink is SAM*INK®. Just realize that latex ink is not
an easy ink to develop, nor to use. Even HP, with billions of dollars available, had to completely re-do their
original formula because their original latex ink was not as good as printshops needed it to be (yellow faded
too quickly as but one example).
We are keeping track of the original HP latex ink improvements (it is much better today than it was when
launched at Drupa 2008). We are also keeping track of the after-market latex inks which in turn also have
to be revised with HP changes it’s original formula. So be aware that an ink as innovative as latex ink does
need some patience.

The SAM*INK® which we have looked at so far, however, is after-market for the HP Designjet and HP Scitex (true
latex printers): for thermal printheads. At present, SAM*INK® is not yet making a latex or resin ink for DX printheads. As a follow-up though, as of mid-2013, SAM*INK® has initiated the preparation of a formula of latex ink for
Ricoh Gen5 piezo printheads, so for the Mimaki and for the Ricoh printers with those heads. At this present time,
we have not yet initiated an evaluation of the ink for Ricoh printheads because this will need a factory visit and
then an inspection of the Mimaki or Ricoh printers out in a printshop (out in the real world).
But SAM*INK® does make a separate eco-solvent ink for DX printheads, especially for Roland printers. Be sure
to check which DX printhead model your Roland has, to learn which SAM*INK® is compatible.

Updated February-April 2013. Previously updated Dec. 2012. First report on after-market latex ink posted Dec. 2010.

